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Abstract
Scheduling harvesting operations is very important for the agricultural machinery centres and the
farmers in order to finish the harvesting work effectively. Most machinery owners schedule their farm
machinery according to their own experiences, resulting in a big waste of agriculture resources. This
paper attempts to schedule the use of agricultural machinery from the machinery resource centres
under multi-farmland, multi-type situations considering time, spatial and weather factors as well as
road factors in order to maximize efficiency of resource utilization. A modified fuzzy hybrid genetic
algorithm is proposed to establish this scheduling model. An empirical study of an agricultural
machinery association in Anhui province in China is illustrated and the results show that the models
and the scheduling algorithm proposed in this study can improve the efficiency of utilization of the
agricultural machinery resource centres and reduce the costs of agricultural machinery usage.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
China is a very large agricultural country with extensive terrain. Similar crops have are
produced at different times in different agricultural regions. Land management is
decentralized because of the implementation of the household contract responsibility system
and the rural economy is deficient. It is impossible for every rural household to buy large
farm machinery. So trans-regional operations with Chinese characteristics, which is a unique
farm machinery social service, has arisen. There are two cases of scheduling and allocating
for farm machinery. In order to satisfy more economic interests, machinery owners choose the
farmlands according to their own preferences independently. The farm machinery
management department issues farm machinery demand information, which is provided by
the three-level branch of the farm machinery management department. The demand
information provided is macroscopic farmland information without specific scheduling and
allocating schemes. Machinery owners schedule and allocate farm machinery by experience.
How to select scheduling paths and farmland for obtaining the maximum profits is a difficult
decision to make. When unforeseen events such as bad weather occur at harvest time, the
farm machinery management department will organize farm machinery rapidly for
completing the necessary tasks of farms in a limited amount of time in order to reduce losses.
It is a difficult problem in terms of scheduling and allocating farm machinery to complete
emergency tasks to solve for the farm machinery management department.
At present, the agricultural machinery management department has become very
important in terms of the farm machinery socialization service [1-3]. The agricultural
machinery management department can solve the contradiction between small-scale
production and mechanization of large-scale operations of inter-district harvest work.
However, there are still many important issues that need to be improved in the agricultural
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machinery socialization service. For example, harvest machinery operation information is
incomplete and sometimes even inaccurate, which results in an unreasonable schedule of
harvest machinery use [4, 5]. As the implementation of the farm machinery subsidy policy in
China, the number of various kinds of agricultural machinery increases. However, the market
is limited, and the machinery, fuel oil, artificial costs all increase, so the profits decrease.
Furthermore, the cost of the agricultural machinery schedule is high, while the whole
operation efficiency of agricultural machinery is low. There are different agricultural
situations varying among different countries, so the development of agricultural
mechanization and the modes of operation are also different. The level of agricultural
equipment and mechanization are relatively high in developed countries compared with the
developing countries. With the development of agricultural modernization, many developed
countries have established a relatively flawless agriculture socialization service system.
Among these are the typical agricultural machinery management department in France,
German agricultural machinery, agricultural mechanization of South Korea's camp, Japan's
peasants association and agricultural machinery leasing companies in the United States. All of
these agricultural machinery management organizations pay much attention to the harvesting
scheduling operations and allocations [6].
Wu et al. [7] studied the time-windows based temporal and spatial scheduling model for
agricultural machinery resources and the results of the model showed that it performed well in
practice. A system of scheduling and allocating was proposed in [8] based on owners’
choices.
Basnet et al. [9] discussed the harvest scheduling problem considering the contractor, as
well as the cost, time, workers technical level and agricultural machinery operation service
capability, under the condition of the limitation of contractors with multiple farms. The
objective of the model was to minimize the operation time of each farm. The greedy tabu
search algorithm was employed to resolve the problem. The harvest scheduling problem
considered the contractor as similar to the resource constrained project scheduling problem.
The scheduling problem for multi-farm harvesting was studied with the objective to minimize
the total time of all the projects [10]. Each farm operations time is related to the distribution
of agricultural machinery and workers. The dynamic programming problem based on
probability was used to resolve the model, and arrive at the satisfactory solution. Ali et al.
[11] discussed the field programming problem, which is the problem of scheduling between
the harvester and tractors. The needs of the harvester and the requirements for the tractor
should be coordinated with each other when working in the fields, and the tractor is needed
when the harvester reached its specified capacity. There are two main questions to be
considered: (1) the optimization scheduling for the harvesters and tractors, and (2) the transfer
time of the harvested crop between cutter and tractors, and the overall objective was to
minimize the total time.
Some previous studies have considered the problem with minimum time lags [12-15].
Other studies have assumed there are minimum time lags. The only exact procedure known
was devised in [16]. However, it is not capable of solving problems of a practical size in a
reasonable amount of time. In other studies, polynomial-time heuristics was applied for
solving the scheduling problems [14-18]. The last technique is a neural network model based
on heuristic methods [19-21].
Few references, if any, consider the time factor, spatial factors and weather and road
factors. However, in agricultural operations, these are constraints which appear in the bound
form of time period and network topology, causing difficulty in building and solving the
agricultural model [21, 22]. In this context, mathematical model for scheduling operations
during harvesting are established under multi-farmland, multi-type situations considering the
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time factor, spatial factors and weather and road factors, and a modified fuzzy hybrid genetic
algorithm is proposed to build this kind of scheduling model.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this context, we study all farm machinery resources centralized deployment problems
under an agricultural machinery association. The agriculture machinery resource refers to the
different kinds of agriculture harvesters. One agriculture harvester can be arranged to another
farmland only after the work in the first farmland is completely finished.
The distribution diagram of agriculture machinery scheduling is shown as follows:

Figure 1: Distribution diagram of agriculture machinery scheduling.

The related assumptions are as follows:
(1) There are multiple agricultural machinery resource centres scattered in different
locations, and the farmland coordinates are known and fixed;
(2) Each agricultural machinery resource centre has a certain number of various types of
agricultural machinery and equipment, and the number and specifications (speed, fuel
consumption, operation ability, etc.) of various types of agricultural machinery equipment are
known and fixed, but are affected by many factors, such as weather, road conditions, etc. The
speed, specific fuel consumption and operational capacity may differ depending on what
types of tasks the agricultural machinery is performing;
(3) The farmlands are in different locations, and each farmland has a certain number of
various types of agricultural machinery equipment, and the prices for equipment use are
different for different farmlands;
(4) The location, price, operating time window and the requirements of agricultural
machinery equipment for each farmland are known and fixed. The weather of different
operating locations may be different in each time window, but the probability of occurrence
of different scenarios is known (assuming the same farmland at the same time window only
one weather conditions);
(5) All distances between agricultural machinery resource centres and farmlands are
known, and there are no differences between each road, even though the road conditions of
different times may differ; that is, agricultural vehicle traveling speed may be different, but
the probability of traffic distribution is known (assuming the same farmland is only one road
traffic situation at the same time window);
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(6) Different harvesting machines can work together in the same farmland, but if one
machine works in one farmland, it cannot work in another farmland at the same time;
(7) The goal of the scheduling is maximizing the revenue brought about by use of the
agricultural machinery.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
For the CCPI system of our research, we assume that it adopts the pattern of geographically
distributed visual teams to support the collaborative members (e.g. the intra-designers and
customers) to implement the collaborative product innovation. Furthermore, the CCPI system
opposes a stable collaborative relationship, thus there are existing close relationships among
the collaborative teams and members.
All the symbols used in the model are shown in Table I as follows.
Table I: The symbols of model.
No.

Symbol

Explanation of symbol

1

I

Total number of the agriculture machinery resource centres, i = 1, …, I

2

J

3

N

4

P

5

Mip

6

Aj

Total number of farmlands, j = 1, …, J
Sum of the number of agriculture machinery resource centres and the number
of the farmlands, n = 1, …, N, N = I + J, i = 1, …, I, j = 1, …, J
Types of the agriculture machinery, p = 1, …, P
The number of p type of the agriculture machinery in agriculture machinery
resource centre I, k = 1, …, Mip
Area of farmland j, j = 1, …, J

7

sj

Income per unit area of farmland j, j = 1, …, J

8

Cj

Cost per unit area of farmland j, j = 1, …, J

9

dnn*

Distance from centre from n to n*, n = 1, …, N, n*= 1, …, N

10

cp

Unit mileage cost of the agriculture machinery p, p = 1, …, P

11

rdj

Penalty cost for late or early arrival to the farmland j, j = 1, …, J

12

TFbj

Actual start time of farmland j, j = 1, ..., J

13

TFej

14

TFkj

15

[tbj, tej]

16

vp

17

Qp

18

tj

19

wj

20

Actual end time of farmland j, j = 1, ..., J
Time length of the agriculture machinery k working in the farmland j actual
working hours, j = 1, ..., J
Suitable harvest time window of farmland j, j = 1, ..., J, suppose agriculture
machinery resource centres of time window is [0, +], the time window in days
In ideal traffic conditions, p-type agriculture machinery's average running
speed, p = 1, …, P
In ideal weather conditions, p-type agriculture machinery's average daily
harvesting capacity, p = 1, …, P
Farmland j traffic conditions within their time window (to destination j),
tj  [0, 1], 1 indicates an ideal situation, 0 indicates cannot operate.
Weather conditions of farmland j within their time window, wj  [0, 1], 1
indicates an ideal situation, and 0 indicates cannot operate.
Decision variable,

xikpnn*

1, the machinery 𝑘 of centre 𝑖 from 𝑛 to 𝑛∗
others

𝑥𝑖𝑘𝑝𝑛𝑛∗ = { 0,
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The mathematical formulations of the model are shown as:
J
 I P Mp N N

maxZ   s j  Aj    xikpnn*  d nn*  c p   Aj  C j  tb j  TFb j  rd j 
j 1
j 1
 i 1 p 1 k 1 n*1 n 1

J

J

Mp

N

N

 x
j 1 k 1 n*1 n 1

ikpnn*

 M ip , i  1,

(2)

, I,

N

d nj 
TFb j   xikpnj   TFen 
, j  1, , J ,

v p  t j 
i 1 k 1 n 1

Aj
TFkj  I M p N N
, j  1, , J ,
 xikpnn*  Qp  w j
I

(1)

Mp

(3)

(4)

i 1 k 1 n*1 n 1

TFe j  TFb j  TFkj , j  1,
TFe j  te j , j  1,

(5)

, J,

(6)

, J,

xikpnn*  ten  ten*  min TFkn , TFkn* , k  1, , M ip , p  1,
xikpnn* 0,1.

, P, i  1,

, I,

(7)
(8)

Eq. (1) refers to the objective function: Total revenue minus transportation costs minus the
operations costs minus the delay or early arrival penalty. Eq. (2) refers to the constraint of the
numbers of the agriculture machinery. Eq. (3) refers to the formula of the actual start time. Eq.
(4) refers to the formula of the working time. Eq. (5) refers to the formula of the actual end
time. Eq. (6) refers to the specified time before which all farmlands must complete the task.
Eqs. (3)-(6) work together to assure that the farmland task is completed within the time
window constraints. Eq. (7) refers to similar agricultural machinery and equipment. Eq. (8)
refers to the decision variable value constraint.

4. IMPROVED FUZZY GENETIC ALGORITHM
The agricultural machinery distribution problem remains highly computationally complex,
especially when dealing with large scales. It remains difficult to obtain exact solutions by an
exact algorithm. Thus, this paper considers calculating the approximate optimal allocation of
agricultural issues by using genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithm originally referred to a
number of phenomena of evolutionary biology, including genetic mutations, natural selection,
hybridization, etc. It is possible for GA fitness function to arrive at a local optimum when
choosing mistaken cross-mutation strategies and fitness functions, but it cannot reach the
global optimum. In order to control the shortcoming of the genetic algorithm of easily falling
into a local optimal solution, we designed a method of controlling the adaptive genetic
algorithm crossover and mutation process of fuzzy logic rules. In the algorithm iterative
process, the crossover and mutation probability were dynamically adjusted by fuzzy logic
controller to avoid premature convergence and improve the convergence speed. This accorded
to the relationship among the best fitness of the current population, average fitness and be
cross the degree of variability of individual fitness to control the crossover and mutation
probability. The flow chart of fuzzy genetic algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.
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Begin
Algorithm initialization
Fitness function
Genetic operator
Fuzzy logic controller

No

Mutation operator

t>=T
Yes
End
Figure 2: The schematic diagram of operation of fuzzy genetic algorithm.

(1) Encoding
GA cannot directly calculate the parameters of the problem space, so it needs to transfer
them to the chromosome or individual with a certain gene structure in genetic space. This
paper employs the simple binary digital coding method, and the sample with ten farmlands
and two centres of the agricultural machinery is shown in Fig. 3.
Farm 2
Farm 1

Farm 10

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 . . .
Center 1

Center 2

Figure 3: Binary digit encoding.

(2) Fitness function
The objective function is identified as the fitness function. However, in most of the
situations, the fitness value is small and cannot be adjusted, and the differences of fitness
values are large.
(3) Selection operator
The objective of selection is for the next generation to inherit from the optimized
individual (or solution) or through matching cross to produce new individual genetics to
future generations. In this paper, the simplest and the most commonly used roulette wheel
selection method is selected.
(4) Crossover operator
Two crossover points are selected randomly, and then we need to copy the segment
between the crossover points from the ﬁrst parent. The elements are copied to the offspring in
the order they appear since the second crossover point in order to avoid repetition. The steps
of the crossover operator are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
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P1
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
P2
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 1

Figure 4: Crossover operator.

P1
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
P2
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

Figure 5: Crossover operator.

(5) Mutation operator
It works by selecting two positions in the string randomly and reversing the order, as
shown in Fig. 6.

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
Figure 6: Mutation operator.

(6) Adaptive-fuzzy logic module
In this paper, we propose a fuzzy logic rule based on the value of chromosome fitness, as
well as value variation of population average fitness. F refers to the fitness value of the
current chromosome. Fr implies the average fitness value of population r. Fmax and Fmin
represent the fitness values of the best and the worst chromosomes in the current population
respectively. The input parameters are shown in Table II.
Table II: Input parameters of fuzzy logic module.
Input parameter

F



Parameter explanation

F 

F  F  ,



r 1

r

Fr 1

 F [0,1] , r  1

 Fmax  F 

 Fmax  Fmin 

,  [0,1]

Nine sematic values are included in the fuzzy logic module. The triangle membership
function is employed, and the fuzzy logic rules are shown in Table III based on the triangle
fuzzy membership function.

5. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
There are two parts in the simulation analysis: one is based on simulation trials of testing
functions for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of fuzzy genetic algorithm; the
second one is the simulation based on the actual data.
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Table III: The fuzzy logic rules of mutation probability.
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In order to demonstrate the process of adaptive fuzzy logic rules change, this paper
improved performance of the fuzzy genetic algorithm by Rastrigin's function tests. Rastrigin's
function has two independent variables as follows:

Ras( x1 , x2 )  20  x12  x22  10  cos 2 x1  cos 2 xx 

There are many local minima points in the graphical representation of Rastrigin's function
but only one global minimum point which is [0, 0]. As continuous variables, we substituted
real coding for binary coding in the fuzzy genetic algorithms during tests, while the other
genetic manipulation strategies remain constant. The improved optimal solution is 0.0166.
Fuzzy logic rules of fuzzy genetic algorithm depend on the fitness numbers. The changes in
average fitness values for the population and the best individuals are shown in Fig. 7.
Best: 0.0166105 Mean: 5.1034
25
Best fitness
Mean fitness

Fitness value

20

15

10

5

0

0

10

20

30

40

50
60
Generation

70

80

90

100

Figure 7: Changes in average fitness values with the improved fuzzy GA.

In order to further compare the fuzzy genetic algorithm with the classical genetic
algorithm in computational effects and speed, we used three algorithms of De Jong function,
Shaffer function and Shubert function respectively.
De Jong function is defined as follows:
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3

2
 f DJ  x1 , x2 , x3    xi

i 1
5.12  x  5.12, i  1, 2,3
i


Shaffer function is:


sin 2 x12  x22  0.5

f
x
,
x

0.5



SR
1
2
2

1.0  0.001 x12  x22  





100  xi  100, i  1, 2

Shubert function is:
5
5

 f ST  x1 , x2    i cos  i  1 x1  i    i cos  i  1 x2  i 

i 1
i 1
10  x  10, i  1, 2
i


The test results are shown in Table IV.

Table IV: Calculation results based on the test function.
The calculation results
GA

Fuzzy GA

Improved fuzzy GA

Optimal
value

De Jong function

0.7923

0.0647

0.0012

0

0.0012

Shaffer function

1.6509

0.7538

0.0835

0

0.0835

Shubert function

-159.2319

-179.8538

-186.0215

-186.731

0.7095

Test function

Error

The test and application of the agricultural machinery scheduling model was studied in
Anhui province in China. The harvesting operations information in the previous ten years was
collected. The agricultural machinery group consists of eight centres of agricultural
machinery, with each centre having between ten and 20 large, medium and small pieces of
agricultural machinery. With the development of the scale of operation, harvesting operations
covered from 84 farmlands in 2010 to 167 in 2015. The total area of fields spans nearly 500
km, and all the farmlands must be harvested within a 28 day period. Since Anhui province is
located in the region that is rainy in the harvest season, and because its farmland consists of
slopes and hilly terrain, the work environment is considerably affected by weather factors.
Therefore, it is essential to study and understand the conditions of the harvesting time window.
In this paper, hard time window constraints are considered. In order to facilitate comparison,
per unit cost of harvest and other related expenses are calculated with the actual values. We
compare the harvesting costs with the optimized results, which are shown in Table V.
Table V: Results of empirical study.
Costs
Actual costs

Optimized costs

Cost reduction
(%)

480.6

13509.24

10598.32

21.55

2011

579.2

15934.67

12479.21

21.69

2012

684.9

21479.24

17328.65

19.32

2013

795.3

25846.35

20951.23

18.94

2014

856.4

29857.45

25016.98

16.21

Average

679.3

21325.39

17274.88

18.99

Year

Area

2010
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It can be seen from the optimization result of the empirical analysis that the average
annual cost savings was around 20 % from 2010 to 2014, and that the operation cost reduction
is smaller year by year (from 21.55 % in 2010 to 18.99 % in 2014). As the development of
mechanization level and personnel operating level, farmland operation cost has also been
reduced, so the agricultural equipment scheduling optimization space is narrowing. However,
an 18.99 % reduction in costs is still considerably high, and even as little as a 10 % reduction
would still be profitable.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper attempts to schedule the use of agricultural machinery by the machinery resource
centres under multi-farmland, multi-type situations, considering time, spatial and weather
factors as well as the road factors in order to maximize efficiency of resource utilization. A
modified fuzzy hybrid genetic algorithm is proposed to resolve this kind of scheduling model.
An empirical study of an agricultural machinery association in Anhui province in China is
illustrated and the results show that the models and the scheduling algorithm proposed in this
study can improve the efficiency of agricultural utilization of the farm machinery and reduce
the cost of agricultural machinery usage as high as 18.99 % per year.
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